
Improving  
Documentation 
Pain Points for  
Nurses
Healthcare organizations can improve the nursing  
experience by tackling the most time-consuming  
part of their shift: charting and documentation. 
By improving this workflow with ergonomic  
principles and equipment that address top  
documentation pain points, healthcare leaders can  
help enhance nurses’ physical and mental health.

According to a survey by 
Medscape, administrative 
tasks can add up to  
three hours to a nurse’s  
12-hour shift.

Inefficient workflows

Can accommodate  
documentation and charting 

workflows with ease

Enable fast, easy, and safe 
interactions with critical 

technology

Give convenient, intuitive 
access to supplies and 
peripheral equipment

Limited access to supplies 
and technology 

Staff shortages and long 
hours of charting

Poorly designed  
equipment

of healthcare providers  
surveyed by Ergotron stated 
that having better, more  
ergonomic equipment could 
improve their health and 
well-being.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

CareFit™ Combo Wall Workstation
Supports nurse-patient connections, caregiver comfort  
and uptime by enabling efficient documentation at the  
point of care.
    •   Flexible workflows
    •   Comfortable documentation
    •   Neat workspace
    •   Supports uptime
    •   Warm aesthetic
    •   Quality construction
    •   Multiple configurations and accessories

StyleView® Cart with LCD Pivot
Meets the needs of multiple workflows with a flexible,  
lightweight design that’s easy to move between rooms  
and floors.
    •   Offers full sit-to-stand adjustment 
    •    Open architecture accommodates multiple  

configurations
    •   Independent screen positioning
    •    Adjustable back-tilt keyboard tray for comfortable  

typing

CareFit Pro Medical Cart with Drawers
Gives nurses the space for everything they need in a  
flexible design that can adapt to changing needs and 
workflows.
    •   Customizable drawers, lighting and more 
    •   Offers full sit-to-stand adjustment 
    •   Designed to last  
    •   Adapts to future workflows
    •    Simplifies maintenance with remote fleet  

management

CareFit Slim 2.0 LCD Cart
Serves as a versatile and space-saving point-of-care 
solution that easily adjusts to the ergonomic needs of a 
broad range of users.
    •   Compact frame fits at the bedside and small areas
    •    Sturdy platform supports large all-in-one  

computers
    •   and monitors up to 27”
    •     Large portfolio of accessories
    •   Optional drawer for additional storage

IMPLEMENTING ERGONOMIC EQUIPMENT CAN HELP IMPROVE DOCUMENTATION WORKFLOWS  
WHILE MOST IMPORTANTLY, CARING FOR NURSES’ PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH.

Learn more at www.ergotron.com/hc-ebook-documentation

This information is provided for educational and informational purposes only. No medical advice is being provided. This is not a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, 
or treatment. If you have questions regarding the potential impact of work furniture and equipment on your health, please consult a qualified healthcare professional.  

DOCUMENTATION PAIN POINTS FOR NURSES

SELECT ERGONOMIC WORKSTATIONS THAT:
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